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Abstract— The cloud computing is a most trending 

technology in the IT field. Cloud computing refers to 

developing, configuring and accessing the hardware and 

software resources on a remote location and it can be accessed 

from Anywhere-Anytime-Anydevice. It provides many 

services to the user which is reliable, efficient and low cost. 

Nowadays users of cloud computing are rapidly increasing so 

the load on the server also be increases. To maintain a load 

on the server we can introduce the load balancing method. It 

is one challenge in cloud computing to handle client’s request 

[4]. Load balancing in cloud computing is the process in 

which workloads and computing resources are distributed 

across more than one servers. The workload is divided among 

two or more servers, network interfaces, hard drives and other 

computing resources which result in better utilization and 

system response time. There are many load balancing 

algorithms are available. So this paper describes the 

comprehensive Literature Survey of the latest load balancing 

algorithm in cloud computing. 
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I. INTRODUCTION OF CLOUD COMPUTING 

The term "Cloud" refers to a network of IT resources and 

"Computing" refers to do work on that resources remotely. 

Cloud computing is an internet-based service which is used 

for storing, processing resources and accessing the data over 

remote places [1].In cloud computing, we deploy the group 

of remote servers and software networks that allow 

centralized data storage and online access to computer 

services or resources. Cloud computing provides an on-

demand self-service means that when we required resource 

use it and after completion of your requirement removes that 

resource. 

There are four types of cloud deployment model are 

available, 

 Private Cloud-It is accessible within an organization. 

 Public Cloud-It is accessible to the general public. 

 Community Cloud-It is accessible to the group of 

organizations. 

 Hybrid Cloud-It is a combination of a private cloud and 

public cloud. 

According to NIST (National Institute of Standards and 

Technology), Basic services provides by cloud computing are 

as below [2]. 

 Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) - IaaS provides access 

to fundamental resources such as virtual machine, 

storage etc. 

 Platform as a Service (PaaS) - PaaS provides the runtime 

environment for applications, development and 

deployment tools etc. 

 Software as a Service (SaaS) - SaaS model allows to use 

software applications as a service to end-user. 

The Characteristics of cloud computing according to the 

NIST model are as below: 

A. On-Demand Self-Service 

A consumer can separately provision computing capabilities, 

such as server time and network storage, as needed 

automatically without requiring human interaction with each 

service provider. 

B. Broad Network Access 

Capabilities are available over the network and accessed 

through standard mechanism that promotes use by 

heterogeneous thin or thick client platform (e.g., mobile, 

tablets, etc.) 

C. Resource Pooling 

The provider's computing resources are pooled to serve 

multiple consumers using a multi-tenant model, with 

different physical and virtual resources dynamically assigned 

and reassigned according to consumer demand. 

D. Rapid Elasticity 

Quality of service will be same as an increase or decrease the 

number of consumers. 

E. Measured Service 

Cloud computing automatically control and optimize 

resource use by leveraging a metering capability at some level 

of abstraction appropriate to the type of service. 

Cloud computing provides many benefits some of them 

benefits are shown in below figure 1: 

 
Fig. 1: Benefits of Cloud Computing 

II. INTRODUCTION OF LOAD BALANCING 

Nowadays every small or big organization are moving toward 

into a cloud-side. So the number of cloud user is increasing 

there for better traffic management we use load balancing 

technique. 

 The main objective of the load balancing is to 

distribute the workload among multiple nodes to maintain a 

load in such a way that no nodes will be overloaded and under 

loaded. The basic working of load balancing is shown in the 

following figure: 
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Fig. 2: Working of Load Balancing In Cloud Computing 

Environment 

There are certain parameters for measuring the efficiency of 

the load balancing algorithm in Cloud Computing 

Environment [3]. 

1) Response time 

It is the minimum time that a distributed system takes to 

respond for executing a specific load balancing algorithm. 

2) Resource Utilization 

It is the degree to which the resources of the system are 

utilized. 

3) Throughput 

It is the number of tasks executed in the fixed interval of time. 

4) Scalability 

The quality of service should be same if the number of user’s 

increases and at a time of add new nodes. 

5) Overhead 

Overhead is any combination of extra or indirect computation 

that are required to perform a specific task. 

6) Fault tolerance 

If a fault occurs or there is a hardware failure or software 

failure then also the system should work properly. 

7) Performance 

It is the ability to do things well, successfully, and without 

waste. 

Load Balancing Algorithm is classified into two parts. 

1) Static Load Balancing 

It is a fixed assignment. Assignment a task to server before 

execution task place. 

2) Dynamic Load Balancing 

It is not a fixed assignment. Assignment a task to the server 

after execution takes place. 

III. ISSUES & CHALLENGES OF LOAD BALANCING 

ALGORITHM IN CLOUD COMPUTING 

A. Issues of Load Balancing Algorithm 

There are numerous problems of LB algorithms. Customer 

satisfaction is important to distribute the workload among 

various nodes. Load balanced scheduling demands a number 

of challenging issues due to the heterogeneous and dynamic 

nature of the cloud [5]. 

1) Geographical Distributions of the Nodes 

It is used in the large scaled applications like Twitter, 

Facebook etc. To maintain the efficiency of the system and 

handling fault tolerance well DS of the processors in the 

cloud computing environment is very helpful. The 

geographical distribution matters a lot in the overall 

performance of any actual time cloud environment [5]. 

2) Static vs Dynamic Nature of Algorithms 

The issue of the design of LB algorithms is based on the 

nature of the system which may be a static algorithm and 

dynamic algorithm. A static algorithm works on the previous 

information and does not depend on the recent state of the 

system. The sudden failure of system resource is a major 

drawback of this algorithm. A dynamic algorithm is better 

than as compared to static algorithms because it works on the 

recent state of the system. And there is no need for previous 

information of the system [5]. 

3) Complexity of Algorithm 

In load balancing algorithms complexity have an effect on the 

overall performance of the system. In terms of complexity, 

the algorithm is very simple but in terms of migration time, 

fault tolerance and response time may give poor performance 

[5]. 

4) Traffic Analysis over Different Geographical Location 

For any Load Balancing Algorithm is significant to analyze 

the traffic flow in actual time scenario over dissimilar 

geographic regions and accordingly to balance the overall 

workload. 

B. Challenges in Load Balancing Algorithm 

There are numerous challenges of Load Balancing algorithms 

in cloud computing that requires being determined before 

exploiting the features this technology. The challenges are 

Performance, Response Time, Scalability, Throughput, 

Resource Utilization, Fault Tolerant and Migration Time. 

IV. SURVEY OF EXISTING LOAD BALANCING ALGORITHMS 

A. Round Robin Algorithm 

It is the most widely used load balancing algorithm and it uses 

the time slice technique for load balancing. Here the time is 

divided into multiple slices and each node is given a 

particular time slice or interval. Initially, loads are equally 

distributed to all VMs. As the name suggests, round robin 

works in a circular pattern. Each node is fixed with a time 

slice and performs the assigned task on its turn. It is easy to 

implement and understand and hence less complex [6]. Merits 

of this algorithm are fixed time slice gives Better performance 

for short CPU bursts. Demerits of this algorithm 

are Resource Utilization is not better and large task takes 

more time for completion. As a result, at any moment some 

node may possess heavy load and others may have no request. 

However, this problem was overcome by the weighted round 

robin algorithm. 

B. Weighted Round Robin Algorithm 

The weighted round robin is similar to the round robin in a 

sense that method by which requests are assigned to the nodes 

is still circular, but with a small twist that twists is the node 

with the higher capability and specification will be able to 

handle a greater load or a large number of requests. The 

weights are assigned to each node during the set-up of the 

load balancer [6]. Future work of in this algorithm is to 

improve the QoS parameter like resource utilization etc. It 

minimizes the response time of the job. The comparison chart 

between Round Robin algorithm and Weighted Round Robin 

algorithm is shows below: 
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Fig. 3: Time Taken to Execute Varying Number of Tasks [7] 

C. Modified Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm 

Ant Colony optimization is a modified algorithm of Ant 

Colony. This modified algorithm has an edge over the 

original approach in which each ant build their own 

individual result set and it is later on built into a complete 

solution. However, in our approach, the ants continuously 

update a single result set rather than updating their own result 

set [8]. The main benefit of this approach lies in its detections 

of overloaded and under loaded nodes and thereby 

performing operations based on the identified nodes. Merits 

of this modified algorithm is No central control in the colony 

because of updating their own result and the second one is it 

improves the resource utilization, Throughput and 

Performance. Demerits of this algorithm are with each 

iteration probability changes and work on mange the 

sequence if random decisions. 

 
Fig. 4: Modification in Ants Path upon Encountering an 

Obstacle [8] 

D. Honey Bee Behavior Inspired Algorithm 

Honey Bee Behavior Inspired load balancing algorithm that 

removes the task from overloaded virtual machines and 

submits it to under loaded virtual machines. It executes the 

tasks based on priority of the tasks. This algorithm reduces 

the amount of waiting time of the task in the queue. It also 

improves the execution time tasks [9]. The algorithm works 

only for heterogeneous non pre-emptive independent task. 

The future works are this algorithm can also work in 

dependent task and improve other QoS parameter. Flow 

Diagram of this algorithm are shown below: 

 
Fig. 5: Flow diagram of the behavioral control structure for 

Honey Bee Behavior inspired Load Balancing of Tasks in 

Cloud Computing [9] 

E. Genetic Algorithm for Load Balancing 

In this paper genetic algorithm based approach used for load 

balancing. For population initialization, priority of the request 

is considered based on their time. The idea behind the 

considering the priority is to get real-world visualization. In 

real-world Scenario requests have some priorities which we 

can use for our Algorithm. This proposed method gives better 

Average Response time compared to previously available 

Methods [4]. It mainly comprises three operations namely 

selection, genetic operation, and replacement. Demerits of 

this algorithm is no guarantee to find the optimal solution. 

 
Fig. 6: Flow chart of Genetic Algorithm [4] 
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F. Improved Weighted Round Robin Algorithm for Non-

preemptive Dependent Tasks 

In this work, the improved weighted round robin algorithm 

considers the capabilities of each VM and the task length of 

each requested job to assign the jobs into the most appropriate 

VMs. These improved weighted round robin algorithms are 

having three different stages to handle the three different 

scenarios in the environmental life cycle [10]. As part of the 

future enhancements, we can consider Multiple Performance 

analysis and Experiment Results (PE) in the participating 

heterogeneous VMs along with the heterogeneous multiple 

PEs capable jobs with distributed computing capabilities in 

the improved weighted round robin algorithm and also works 

on completion time of each job. 

 
Fig. 7: Flow chart of multilevel interdependency tasks [10] 

G. Synchronized Throttled Load Balancing Algorithm 

 
Fig. 8: Workflow of Synchronizes Throttled Load Balancing 

Algorithm [11] 

This algorithm is an alternation of Throttled load 

balancing algorithm. This research paper proposed an 

algorithm that focuses on load balancing to reduce the 

situation of overload or under load on virtual machines that 

leads to improving the performance of cloud substantially. 

This algorithm increases the utilization of VM better than 

Throttled and Active Monitoring [11]. In this proposed work 

the response time is not better than the Throttled algorithm, it 

will be improved in future work and also algorithm does not 

consider geographical locations of task, resources and QoS 

parameter. 

H. Incorporating Weighted Round Robin in Honeybee 

Algorithm for Load Balancing 

In this proposed work, we are incorporating Weighted Round 

Robin algorithm in Honeybee algorithm in order to achieve 

minimum data center processing time and response time [1]. 

In this paper task with priority is executed using Honeybee 

Inspired algorithm by assigning weights to each virtual 

machine and the virtual machine is selected according to the 

resource requirement of the tasks. Tasks with no priority are 

executed using Weighted Round Robin algorithm. Merits of 

this works are good throughput, processing time and response 

time. Demerits are difficult to handle the same priority tasks. 

Future work in this proposed work is to reduce the waiting 

time and also works on other QoS parameters. The algorithm 

for the proposed method is as follows [1]: 

 Input: Number of datacenters, number of VMs, VM 

configuration, Number of tasks. 

1) Step 1: Find the capacity of all virtual machines and 

assign weights to each virtual machine according to the 

capacity. 

2) Step 2: Find the load on all virtual machines. 

3) Step 3: Check whether the load on virtual      machines 

are balanced or not. 

4) Step 4: If balanced 

Exit 

5) Step 5: Else 

If load>capacity 

VM=OVM (Overloaded Virtual Machine) 

6) Step 6: Else if load <capacity 

VM=UVM (Under loaded Virtual Machine 

7) Step 7: If priority exist 

8) Step 8: Assign a weight to VM’s based on computing 

power 

9) Step 9: Execute the high priority tasks with suitable 

VM’s according to the weight. 

Step 9: Else 

Assign weight to each VM’s based on computing power 

10) Step 10: Use Round Robin scheduling policy and assign 

the tasks to VM’s according to resource requirements 

11) Step 11: Update the load on VM’s 

I. Cloud Server Optimization with Load Balancing & Green 

Computing Techniques Using Dynamic Compare & Balance 

Algorithm 

In this paper, we introduce a threshold based Dynamic 

compare and balance algorithm (DCABA) for cloud server 

optimization. The main focus of this approach is cost 

reduction in cloud industry with effective utilization of 

available resources. In this technique, cloud resource 
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consumption of a server node within the datacenters is 

monitored and the cloud servers are optimized using process 

migration in order to balance the load of the cluster and 

minimize the required power [12]. Merits of this proposed 

algorithm is good resource utilization in cloud. In future 

works on QoS factor like waiting time, throughput etc. 

 
Fig. 9: Dynamic Compare & Balance Algorithm for Cloud 

Server Optimization [12] 

J. SIQ Algorithm for Efficient Load Balancing In Cloud 

A Stochastic Hill Climbing algorithm is an algorithm which 

does not find the exact virtual machine to which the incoming 

job must be allocated so that the resource utilization is 

effective with a minimum response time. This can be avoided 

if an algorithm called Join Idle Queue can be combined along 

with it which finds the appropriate virtual machine for the job 

to be done which in turn improves the resource utilization. 

Therefore, SIQ algorithm is proposed to optimize the 

response time and performance [13]. Merits of this algorithm 

is Resource utilization and Response time are better. 

Demerits of this algorithm is does not consider the size of task 

and if idle queue is empty, then does not consider the virtual 

machine processing power. 

 
Fig. 10: Proposed SIQ algorithm for Load Balancing [13] 

K. Load Balancing in Cloud Computing Using Dynamic 

Load Management Algorithm 

In present paper, a dynamic algorithm is proposed which will 

manage the load incoming by focusing on their present status 

at cloudlet for all free VMs to be used at request assignment 

and will take more requests that are dynamic in nature. The 

response time has been improved efficiently. The main 

problem with the existing algorithm is that every time it 

considers all the virtual machines to check the availability of 

assigning new load. So it takes more time in request 

allocation which in turn leads to increased response time [14]. 

Merits of this proposed algorithm is minimum response time 

and proper resource utilization. The future works is, if both 

dynamic and static load is to be mixed then the algorithm can 

be improved sufficiently and also reduce the response time 

and improve resource utilization. 

 
Fig. 11: Overall Response Time Summery of VM-Assign 

Algorithm. 

 
Fig. 12: Overall Response Time Summery of Dynamic Load 

Management Algorithm [14]. 

V. IMPLEMENTATION & PERFORMANCE EVALUATION TOOLS 

FOR LOAD BALANCING 

In this section, we will consider some of the platform and 

simulation tools which can be used for implementing load 

balancing algorithm and evaluation of different parameter. 

 
Fig. 13: Implementation & Performance Evaluation Tools 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The cloud computing provides the various services which can 

be accessed using any device, any location and any time, and 

charges is based on pay as you go. The major issues in cloud 

computing is Load Balancing. The main objective of this 

paper is to learn method of existing load balancing algorithm 

with its merit and demerits. In this paper, we have surveyed 

various load balancing algorithms in the Cloud computing 

environment. Also in this paper compare the various load 

balancing algorithm based on different parameter. The goal 

of cloud load balancer is to maximize the profit for cloud 

service providers and to minimize the cost for the cloud 

service consumer. 
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